Fowling style Buttplates for muskets, fusils & fowlers

Buttplate for a French Fusil Fin...#BP-Fin-B or I
An elegantly embellished buttplate, with fancy comb finial, used on the French Fusil fin (fine light musket).
Sometimes called a French trade gun, refer to Colonial Frontier Guns for photos and descriptions of these antiques. We have the parts to replicate the gun of your choice.
#BP-Fin-B buttplate, wax cast brass only $26.99
#BP-Fin-I buttplate, wax cast steel only $21.99

Buttplate for Tulle fusil-de-chasse...#BP-Tulle-2-B or I
The French fusil-de-chasse (light gun for the hunt) is plainer than fancy decorated trade guns. Lighter than infantry muskets, they were the choice of civilians, French Marines, and clever Indians, when available.
This buttplate fits our fully inlet pre-carved Tulle fusil-de-chasse stock, and it matches the buttplate on the original Tulle fusil-de-chasse, circa 1727, in our collection.
#BP-Tulle-2-B buttplate, wax cast brass only $29.99
#BP-Tulle-2-I buttplate, wax cast steel only $21.99